New York’s Daughter Seeks Community
Support
NEW YORK, N.Y., Oct. 23, 2019 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — New York City native
Faye has launched a Lifestyle and Travel vlog featuring NYC landmarks and
cultural institutions from Lincoln Center to Highline Line Park. ‘Life of
Faye Vlogs’ follows Faye as she builds her brand from New Face to Agency
Represented Runway Model!

Faye once suffered a slip and fall accident which landed her on bed rest for
16 weeks with a fractured spine. Now with the help of Mount Sinai St. Luke’s
Hospital Physical Therapy Center she is back on her feet, hopeful and sharing
her experiences on YouTube with new vlogs every Thursday.

“Starting a Modeling career as an able-bodied disabled person is extremely
trying. It takes consistency, dedication, and a lot of implemented research.
My latest goal is to walk the runways of New York Fashion Week as a curve
model in Spring 2020. Bringing an audience along as I build my personal brand
adds an element of excitement that pushes me to reach for the stars,” says
Faye. “This year I launched RunwayFaye.com where I am featured in monthly
fashion editorials. I think It’s important to document these personal
milestones, which is why I picked up my camera and began vlogging. I just
want to be 100% creative and hope that watching the vlogs inspires others to
follow their dreams as well.”
Featuring New York was also important as Faye graduated from Fashion
Industries High School on West 24th Street, Studied Theatre and Film at
Hunter College up on East 68th, and obtained a bachelor’s degree in
Entertainment Technology from The New York City College of Technology in
Brooklyn. “People are still so shocked to meet a Manhattanite; it blows their
mind every time,” she laughed.
Faye has amassed a loyal community of subscribers from local New Yorkers to
international travelers who plan to visit to the city soon.
Support ‘Life of Faye Vlogs’ by subscribing to her YouTube channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCma_dD8oZ_6GhrxWmKysKWg – and turning on the
notification bell.
She is seeking 1,000 subscribers and 4,000 hours of watch time in order for
her YouTube channel to be eligible for advertising which fosters the high
quality content we have come to expect from our favorite content creators.
NYC! Let’s work together to get America’s eyes on New York’s Daughter.
More information: https://linktr.ee/runwayfaye

About Faye:
Faye is a first-generation American; Senegalese-Ivorian model based in New
York City. She is the owner of editorial site https://www.runwayfaye.com/ and
vlogger for YouTube Lifestyle and Travel vlog ‘Life of Faye Vlogs’ where you
travel along with Faye, as she gives you a glimpse inside the life of a
budding Runway Model in New York City and beyond.
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